Please take heed of the National Park Services reports of the tributaries to the buffalo River. As a naturalist I ask you to protect these waters as if your children and grandchildren are swimming in these waters daily. Don't wait 5 years to only stall again. This is too important.
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The importance of quality stream in Arkansas is a major source of income for working class people and small business. We need rumors circulating the globe about how our leaders and agencies go above and beyond to protect streams and rivers. Every bit of bad press makes one less person decide not to visit “the buffalo” because they heard it’s got pig crap in it. Please work diligently with the national park service, and follow the epa recommendations to ensure our streams and rivers get better with age, not lil worse per year, or even equal to last year. Keogh in Washington talking of southern “plate” values to lessen water quality, to unfollow guidelines for the betterment of AR streams, reeks of industry pollution payoff. Please make Arkansas first in something.....the leaders in protecting streams.
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